
Microsoft Teams
One platform for everyone.



Teams Interface with Default Features



Conduct online meetings 
with up to 10,000 people 
with an easy interface.

Microsoft 
Teams 
Meetings



Make calls from any point 
where you have an 
internet connection, leave 
a voice message if you 
wish.

Microsoft 
Teams Calls



Conduct 1:1 or group 
messaging with your 
colleagues.

Microsoft 
Teams Instant 
Messaging



Transfer files with your 
teammates. Use your 
personal OneDrive in 
Teams.

Microsoft 
Teams 
Common File 
Space



Common Applications on Teams 
Side Bar



It is possible to access the 
company intranet without 
leaving the Teams screen. 
In this way, users can 
easily access in-house 
content and documents 
without switching between 
screens.

The intranet is 
now in 
Microsoft 
Teams.

Teams allows you to quickly 
increase adoption by 40%.

Teams allows you to quickly 
increase adoption by 40%.



Teams Chat Bot

Direct questions from 
Human Resources, 
Information Technologies 
or different business units 
to your virtual colleague.

Let Chat Bot 
Answer 
Frequently 
Asked 
Questions for 
You

More than 81,000 blocked tickets
$4M save

More than 81,000 blocked tickets
$4M save



3rd Party Pin App

You can pin the apps you 
want to make easy for 
users to access on the side 
bar.

Access 
supported 3rd 
Party Apps 
through Teams



Innovation with Teams



Great Ideas

Share your ideas about 
your company with Great 
Ideas, and the ideas with 
the highest votes will be 
evaluated by Human 
Resources.

Your Ideas Are 
Valuable to Your 
Company



Share Now

Share your knowledge with 
your teammates. Your posts 
can be your team's 
corporate memory. In this 
way, you can create a 
competitive environment 
based on learning.

Share your 
knowledge with 
your teammates 
through Teams



Group Connect

For employees who spend 
most of their workday 
communicating and 
collaborating in Teams, you 
can easily connect with 
other employees with 
similar interests. 

Bring Groups 
Together with 
Teams



Corporate Communication and 
Collaboration



Company Communicator

With the Teams app, you 
can easily make 
announcements to a Teams 
team, channel, users within 
a team, or any employee.

On-premises 
announcements 
are now in 
Teams.

Targeted contact click-through rate 
increased from 3% to 22%.

Targeted contact click-through rate 
increased from 3% to 22%.



Communities

Create news, shares and 
announcements with 
Communities, Microsoft's 
enterprise Facebook. Enjoy 
in-house social media with 
comments and likes.

On the social 
media platform 
Teams



Employee Training 

Track your organization's 
upcoming events such as 
training, live broadcasts, 
meetings, and workshops 
through Teams with a 
single interface.

Track company 
events in Teams



Water Cooler

You can create break rooms 
where you can discuss non-
work conversations.  You 
can increase interaction 
between those who do not 
have the opportunity to 
socialize during breaks.

Clubhouse 
Experience in 
Teams



Microsoft Viva



Employee Experience Platform (EXP)

Growth and Development
Learning and coaching 
Recruitment, boarding and 
career Talent and 
performance development

Communication

Announcements,  
news, events Company resources 

Employee portals and
applications Workplace 
Services

Insights / Analytics
Surveys, Feedback,
Sentiment

Knowledge
People and experts 
Documents and 
content projects

Community
Diversity and inclusion Interest 
groups team alignment

Prosperity  
Physical, mental, emotional,

financial Employee



Microsoft Viva

Connections

Corporate Culture 
and 
Communication

Insights

Productivity and 
Happiness

Topics

Knowledge and 
Expertise

Learning

Learning and 
Development



Viva Connections

Easily access company 
resources with Viva 
Connections.

Organizations that engage 
their employees to a high 
degree of profit 21% more.

Corporate 
Culture and 
Communication



Viva Topics

Provide access to on-
premises information with 
topics. Find out who is 
working on a specific topic 
and which files are shared.

Knowledge  
and 
Expertise

People spent a total of 7 weeks in  
a year researching and  

recompiling information.



Viva Learning

Make learning a natural 
part of your day.
Assign trainings to your 
employees and ensure their 
follow-up.

Learning and 
Development

94% of employees say they will work 
longer at a company that invests in 
training and improving themselves



Viva Insights

Discover new experiences in 
workflow for employee 
productivity and a balanced 
life.

Productivity  
and 
Happiness

It has been observed that more than 
30% of employees have increased 

feelings of burnout due to the 
pandemic.



Get valuable insights to 
improve your work models 
through personalized 
dashboard and summary 
emails.

Personal insights are only visible to the employee.

Viva Personal Insights / Data-Based Analytics



Viva Personal Insights / Applicable Recommendations

Personal insights are only visible to the employee.

Get ready 
for the day 
with 
Cortana

Stay connected 
with the 
important 
people in your 
company

Set aside time to 
focus on yourself 
before your 
calendar is up

Take 
advantage of 
mindfulness 
exercises 
throughout 
the day



Explore areas 
that can lead to 
burnout and 
stress for your 
team

Overcome challenges 
with best practices 
and supportive 
research

Data is collected on an organizational basis.

Viva Manager Insights / Data-driven analytics



Set up flexible schedules to 
help people spend more time 
with themselves.

Get notified for 1:1 
conversations with your 
colleagues.

Data is collected on an organizational basis.

Viva Manager Insights / Applicable Recommendations



Provide an overview of your 
teams and the work you 
follow.

See more detailed 
work you're 
tracking with 
ready-to-use 
reports.

Create your 
own report with 
customizable 
queries.

Viva Leader Insights / Data-Based Analytics

Data is collected on an organizational basis.



Viva Leader Insights / Applicable Recommendations

Measure the impact of change with customizable 
dashboards.

E N T E R P R I S E A G I L E T R A N S F O R M A T I O N D A S H B O A R D

 Custom analytics and operational 
dashboards based on business 
scenarios



Thanks.


